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Abstract .

This  paper offers an ecologically-based view of land and land value, buildin,0 upon the muftiproducr  nature  of e&systems
and upon landscape ecology. The paper qu&.ions the ability of markets to create optimal landscap&‘even  when traditionhl
methods of internalizing externalities are appli&d,  ;and  concludes that-&emptin g a tomplere  valuation of’ ecosystem; is’
quixoric: Achieving sustainable landscapes requires both sufficient ‘ecological knowledge and institutions ‘capable .of
overcoming landscape-scale market Failure. A’ccordingiy;  the  paper exarnin&s~Forms  of p&bli?iand  private ownership in I&.

United States to assess how we11  particular institutional conditions might facilitate‘ecologicai  adaptation there?“:;-‘*“;  ;L : .; L:
_ ;.:I: _ ,.:.:;-.:.  I . y-  :.: _’
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1. Landscape value and *k  ‘$$ke;.- . .- . .>‘.  ::.: .”  - . : . . _ .
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The original version of this paper. ‘Lz~dscapes.  Ecosystem Value. ., ’  The authors are  aware  that.  w 3 &at extrnc.  it is difticull  to



to have  a certain value based upon its output of
economically  significant goods and services. How-. .
ever,  when considered wnhm the context of a water-
shed, the same piece of land may have another value
arising from its interrelationships with other compo-
nents of the watershed. When spatial considerations
within a broader landscape are considered, the land
may have yet a different value. Ecological processes
that operate at the landscape scale raise new ques-
tions about the ability of ‘markets to allocate land
adequately between various uses.

Landscape ecology views large land areas in terms
of the distribution of energy, materials, and species
as they relay  to the sizes, shapes, numbers, kinds
and configurat@-ts  of component ecosystems. Land- ;
scapes may be considered any spatially heteroge-
neous area (Turner, 1989). Landscape ecology and
island biogeo&hy  tell us that spatial patterns of
vegetative cover’ greatly affect ecological processes
and, therefore, the-  mix of goods and services, pro-L1
vided by ecosystems (Ewel, 1986; For-man and Go-
dron,  1986; Tunier,  1989; Franklin, 1992; Lee et al.,’ -
1992; Stanford arid Ward, 1992; Naveh  and Lieber-

plant species of special  interest .  Concentrated harvest
areas could have mitigated some of these negative
effects. The impact of such practices on riparian
habitats  has received less study.  Depending’upon the
sizes of watersheds and extent of cutover, the cumu-
lative effects of dispersed versus concentrated forest
cutt ings on hydrologic and geomorphic events can be
great (Franklin, 1992).

Connections between patches of cover types also
may have an important  impact  on maintaining species
populations over time. Birds and small mammals, for
instance, may travel along fencerows between wood-
lots to avoid crossing open fields. Therefore, gene
pools may be more extensive and woody patches
where small mammal populations have become ex-
tinct may. become recolonized more readily when
they are connected by fencerows than when they are
isolated. Grizzly. bear use habitats within 100 m of
roads far less than other similar habitats In a 274&m
area of grizzly habitat in the Rocky Mountains road
development significantly reduced the area of bear
habitat by ‘affecting the ‘spatial characr&istics  of the
area (Turner, 1989). In similar fashion the shape of ‘.

m a n ,  1 9 9 3 ) . zfaeatch  can .affect  species distribution, population sta-
Consider, for example, an isolated patch & Dou~~~~_:“:IPi;lity,-  a$ di.$er$(Forr&  and Godron,  1986). .  .

gla+%  forest surrounded by a clearcut  $ecent,stud- ++3!;~ Spatial patterns affect.many  o-ther  processes. For :I:.
ies show that the ~n&oclimate.  of the clearcut.  ex-.,:;.:?r;  instance, ,t.he  spatial pattern of~.Iandscapes  affects the,?,-
tends into :old-&owth forest. for 200 m or more jn  the TwU;.,; flow .: of. nutrients or:  sediment in:.:surface  Lwaters-  ‘.
case  of relative humidity and wind, and up to 300 ,m: .z;<+.,+  Grazing. k animals :~&rrsport  ~:n&ie&  . . . across?-  land- :
in extreme cases. This affects biotic processes such scapes and between, patches. Spatial, patterns may

- as the rate of tree mortality. Attainin g a significant$$?  influenceI . ..-.+ the,  flux’of-,aaskS..betwken  .the’atmosphere  ..‘.f’
amount of unmodified interior habitat requires*forest-$j~~~and.-biota-  as-‘well;ass-thd  -p&cesses  redistribu&@-

areas of contiguous!ch%rcuts
offer their own problems.

To f&ow  the ‘above.  example
alsd’affects  other biological ~prdcesses;
highly’dispersed,  clearcutting  in the’
created greatly increclsed  deer populations, heavily
browsed understories of forest patches. reduced tree

.- ~ c 7-1
whcri~  / ‘and w re$esenr  &c&s  ‘of’  funcrio’n?;  pro-,,.;:jl,
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vjded  by the f’orest  and the downstream wetland,
respectively,  and F represents a vector of human
activities used to obtain benefits from the forest. As
the composition of F varies (e.g.. more .or less
harvesting of trees, clearing f$r agriculture, fertiliza-
tion, etc.), the values of each element of f change.
The outputs from the wetland, wI:affect those of the
forest. Fish, for example, may migrate between the
two ecosystems, so that the Production of fish de-
pends on the system  as a whole. Human land mrin-
agement decisions, as summarized by F; affect-m<‘:
spatial pattern of vegetative cover on the forested
landscape, c , defined as a’ vector of spatial cover
at t r ibutes . 3/ _I : %.

Similarly, the following .equations  show that the ”
mix.  of goods and services provided by the  wetland’.’
depends upon inputs from the  forest, humans and the,’ 11
spatial patterns oft$e  wetland:’ ’ i

._ . v
w =j(f,Jv,c,) . . :. . : ._ _ (3) :.-:.

C”
=k(W).  :_.  ::  !: ., . . ..-  ‘.;: .‘I (4)‘:i.l
I .  . .I:.; .?. .; ,‘,  .,??I  --’ ;: . . .:.  :-: :;$Ji

where’ W  and c,  represent, ‘&$ec&ely;~  &&ors: of i .i,
hum&  inputs used’ on the-  wetland and  of~.sp&a(C~,~
attributes of the wetland. ,’

By varying the types of manaierrren;;  F and w,  .;’
used in the  ecosystems, the  management regime(s) :.:

.‘,‘.,_  .-

ing one component in this manner also fails to
consider the possibility that, because of these interre-
lationships. society ‘could-be better off if the individ-
ual component were managed for less than its opti-
mum value so that the entire watershed had a greater
value. For these reasons it makesrisense  to value theL
watershed ‘as a whole. This * requires knowing notat
only the interrelationships between functions within
an ecosystem, but “the ‘in&relationships between
ecosystems (Gottfried, 1992):  :,‘.

Boundaries also, make a difference when consider-
ing the impacts of spatial”patterrt’dn  ecosystem &~t~
puts and value. Whereas the value of any one par&
or ecosystem trike;  as”a’giv&r  thg’spatial  pattern of.-.<.:-,,  _ .I-_.
che~surrounchne  larids’caoe.‘all  the land use decis ions*.

r ,;,:, L.,.P .A 7,: : . .

of &sour&  ‘managers  on the lands&e  together de-.,. .ir;v..i’:..-.lT  .,..
ret-mine  the sp%iai  ‘pattetiof  all the’landscape.do’m-
pon;ngL  n;  .p;od;;ctidn:oi-~~d~~~~~aI  bi;ds,  sp;tted’

, r

systems ..,ot~  one another,.differ,.  so..tbat,  one,cannot. _ :.I ,age$sC-t,?,“,~_ . .,-.,  *._-
approach, ,watershed,,.value

I . “..*“-.
merely.

. . _.’  ;,i:.  .‘S  .\+
by2 mcorpor;attng-~_;:,;.‘de?-~~~,~  ,:uCp’

external effects”di’.one;~~;~ponent-bn  .ano;he~~.Vaju-‘.:T1  1 between.$re..,...I...
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terns.  ln e;mer  c a s e ,  tne  11illUlill  AybLc:111  p,lUUUGC~  d
mix of valued goods and services that depends upon
management. By varying management practices On
the landscape, the practice(S)  offering the greatest
value can be found.

In a market economy whose landowners make
land-use decisions in a decentralized, unregulated
manner, there are four reasons why the market can-
not create an optimal landscape where all the societal
values stemming from land use are taken into ac-
count. First, we know relatively little about the func-
tions i through m. Even the function relating spatial ,_
pattern to ecological processes varies according to
the scale of analysis (Turner, 1989; Turner ,et  al..
1989). Should* lhndowners  attempt to compensate
one another for~911 externalities, they lack sufficient ::
information to do so.

Second, where-many landowners exist.in  a water-“.
shed, it is widely acknowledged that the optimal ,,..,
amount of pollution, sedimentation, etc...cannot”be-:i::
achieved, even with the existence of ~cie&ly~defined~~~~
property rights wjthout  some form of outside inter:.,, __
vention.

. . I ,. ,c._,

Third, economiei  ‘of configuration,, $&e effe&‘.
may be felt over large ,distances  and, long periods of .:,:.
time .histant  from their causes, make intervention’~..L

“CiII;I‘C I”‘ILLI”,,, ,u>c>  L,‘,> L,,,ric.d Al..” I...-  -.v,._ -%.

cause landowners jointly affect the landscape’s eco-
logical processes, scale  problems emerge when taxes,
subsidies, or other economic policy instruments at-
tempt to internalize individual landowners’ cxtemali-
ties. Instead, owners must be dealt with ,as  a group,
for it is at this scale that landscape level processes
emerge. Because of these scale problems, individual
owners acting alone cannot provide the socially opti-
mal mix of ecologically-provided goods and ser-
vices. Rather, this requires orchestrating human en-
deavors across a landscape and across landowner
boundaries. In short, the presence .of economies of’,
configuration implies that  the market will fail, even
when traditional metho& ‘of internalizing externali--:;I;.,:  : ,,-
ties are  applied. ‘-1.:. ,:‘.I !_,,  -,. -.

Similarly;:at  least  fey the short to medium term,
attempting t6 value e&systems  completely  in the’
face of. substantial economies, ,of configuration may ’
prove’ next to impossible;“:or~  at’ieast  ‘,uneconomical.  -__
given the’  ecdlo,oical’:co;;l~lex~~~s’  involved ,and  .the..‘-:,,;:  . ;
difi%&ty of”&&g  vahres  o.n  different mixes of.
species. Rather, it may be better’to consider manage-

.: i

ment  of landscapes for._  sustainable production of.  -c
socially valued goods .f,and  - services., In doing sq  ~

_sociity must &,:clear rvhar,it,.~~js~  ,to  sustain and
-. -.. >:

whether‘the msututibnaI~?e$ements  war&  doing  ’
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[ha11  regulate private lands. It  is not ;1s easy  to argue On the other hand, in the’mixed public/private
that public lands have comparative advantage to option various kinds of incentive programs combine :
solve these problems. with private ownership to provide promising institu-

Ecosystem goals probably &nor  always be tional  arrangements. Regional governmental  o r
achieved solely through ecosystem management on quasi-governmental institutions could be established
public lands either because (1) the existing condition to use incentives to coordinate landscape manage-
of the landscape does not allow for the desired level ment in light of economies ‘of configuration. Such
of ecosystem benefits, or (2) the amount and distt-i- institutions might establish:~.a~:  mechanism for ex-
bution  of public landspwithin  the ecosystem is insuf- changing harvesting rights; among private landown-
ficient for achi,eving-objectives. If we can identify . ers  in a planning regionT:This  would~assure  accept- -‘.
where the first case holds, we can identify where able returns on investment,and  -avoid  taking of pri- ..‘(
ecosystem goals are infeasible, or where some  types vate  property. However, such institutions; too, could
of restorative programs->re  required. fail prey to some of the,:difficuIties  of centralized

If the latter holds,. then a different and far more . management. Some people’ hold: of course, that both .j. :-’
complex situation emerges. One set of approaches to . . ..- central  and regional iand management imply substan- .
landscape management in this case-the. centrals  -:,.-.  tial  waste  of scarce resourcesidueto  meir,purpot-ted.:.
planner option--relies oti central govemment.acti0t-r. inefficiency. . _ .;.:.<‘T +;fof~~;xr~~~.~.  _ -:. - ’
If the, government own’s  too little land to effect Rather than work through: some form of central or
ecosystem/landscape scale .,societal  goals, society 1; :. regional landscape-scale t management’  government
can expand public ownership. However, land, a‘cqui-  <,. policy could;.attempt  i to rtar,oet  c&&I :areas  whose’  :T.  L
sition,  particularJy in .a qrne.  of tight budgets,  may .-. locational,lattributes  singled.them:  oik  foiimpottance C .  ‘Ii
not be feasible.. Moreover, such acquisitions’ usurp ..-,:. /. (e.g.,  cot-ridprs  .conne~ting.habitat:patches  .&:  other:  .i F
private. rights, @te$ing  &.usi.n&  government  land- :-;:.: wise would ! be. to$$m&  foti~@&ain?$$ie$:*  Gov:~fn*s!
to provlide_.~nv.l~onrnental  goods .and,services~  hoped .t~,:  :-:ernment.;  could ..purch~:is~~c~~laiidi-(a:~~s:smaller’.task  v$::>. : .,‘
r.0 avoid :$1 . ;’ .,  ;.;  I ( ‘-..,  f yz,  ; : ‘;  ..,.,,  r,(y”. y.  (g:  ,-r.  :. :.J-.”  .. .,-,:  .y-; than discussed.. previol)sly!;~~piich~~development  ?xT;,:’

I Politic+, i of: ~co~.a..play~~~~~;tsi~ficant.,~?le_.,~jn.:~~~~~~~~;rights’;only~,r:pr~~d~:~~~~~~~~~~~r~snbsidies  to ’ :. ‘-.y.:ea,...

determining me-.ef&cy.of  .ppblic  !andl.managemen<  +$i  .lanao~e~:tolmaintairi~th~~~~~.~~~~~~~d~~~~T~~~:‘;.  !ti...
In theozy,,I,tt$ ~~o~~~~-cou!;i;‘.act,;  as  .,a:,  central~~~~:incentiyesir:.such.  .aS~~~~~~~~a~~~,~~~~!~eaun  :x? Z.

planne~;~~~t,;.dicrat~~~s~~~acti~j~~~:,pf,  individtiaI,~;& c~uld-;enco~~ge’j~~~dd~~~~~~~~~;~h~~~~~~..~f~~~~~~
lando’kner$  kithin  : art3,ecb;;ystem,  E@we~er~  &rd~.&...r,~:

- ..,
.-cri..;‘?‘~ ..  i .,i.forests-~ociprotect  +&+@&~~~~&p~~~  to-  m&“Ej:X?Y-’‘$:..,:.

gardless:I,of  y,hether ._,.  or ;. f”t-.,such,cenhal~~.ee;ij  landT,,,.,,,  age an entiresandsCa’~~~he~..;~‘n]~~~s~~I  portion of’.?<?~i
planning’lis_technical!yeffe~~~~~~tqday~s  ideo!ogical  . .-:. (: the landscape.  ultimdteIyE;-m~iltij~d~;the.~.necessajl  .w%-
climate which :.iends-.‘to  :.reject$! ,central .planning  .;r:s  .-- economies ;,of:~~nfiguntiori~may’~m~se’;unnece;L’  ..ltlr+.  :_ “‘,.‘.  .;y.,  ‘.’ ;..i.t.. _I .
renders such, an approach @feasible..  Ivforeo~er,;~the  ; TzC,+ry, and,~o,~side~bIic~s~~~~~~i  l&tdoiuner&:-Ihe~~k~  .2;  :.
very act,of,,federal go~ernment.mana@g  large blocks, &.+,targeting  opd~n.~i;lay:p;ovid~~~~~~8tial^.solution  to: a ,;>T&

. .

of public,land  affects many &oups  who perceive that:‘..,<,spatiai  problem. ;~~:.~~~at-~~~:~~~;~~~~  :::J~v~+~.E&+:~:~ .-‘“.-?M...?-~,,._  . ,c..-
this thre$ens  their .rights  orinter&s.  .)Vhile  optimi+~~;j,i.oc An altematiue-a’pproach~~e’jdoope~tive;  option c:zfki+ :
ing land, u&,~requires~.Vthat  ‘managers fully- take into ~,lI,Tmay,,lie.in~  encouraging.:,ihe,formadon~f~volunrary~’;?s~~~  -:.,
account trade-offs betiveen.‘cljlfious  user’groups~  the CoalitionS’ oc?p&e&ips &~u~ei.:gr&@.‘that  :&e-?~;~‘VG
current highly politicized and emotional process of a n interest.iinI,.the..~~se~of::the  i reg’ion’.s%  land:. Such :~i~!!~~~r  ;
dealing with conflicting claims to public land,s.  $,Fs-- -;--groups could inciude . : . farmers.’  timber .companies.-:i~~jl”;‘~.
not lend’itseif  .td  rational;“bpti--i,land  ‘management , _ .I  : government  agencies,,;and:;environmen&  -and  other.: h’  .: .+:
Public land management’s vulnerability to sudden7 not-for-profit organizations;: For’ instance. in Oregon
changes originating in the political process threatens’ . a conservation group, 1000 Friends of Oregon. and
the ability of the government to manage ecosystem the HomebuiIders.Association  of-Metropolitan Port-
processes and landscapes effectively. Given the land (HAIMBP)  joined. forces on’ the drafting. rcvi-
above. centralized approaches to land management sion, and adoption of city and county comprchcnsivc
carry with them serious  difficulties. plans. 1000 Friends of,Oregon  realized that prescrv-. .



sity urban development, a goal that they obtained reside for long periods in the area they manage, can
.through  this process. HAMBP gained increased op- mitigate the first three factors. Increasing the author-
portunities  for housing construction, a shortened per- ity. responsibility, and accountability of localized
mit  process,  and less restrictive and exclusionary decision-makers, and improving integration of scien-
zoning practices (Long and Arnold, 1995). In the tific learning with decision-making, can decrease the
East and Upper Midwest of the US, watershed coun- impact of the fourth factor. Small private ownership
cils  are widely used to bring together ail the stake- managed under a. system of incentives may uiti-
holders in a watershed, including government offi- mately do a better job of meeting all  these criteria
ciais at all levels (as part;lcipants  or advisors), to than large public, or other large-scale, ownerships.
develop and implement watershed restoration plans Voluntary conformity with these ecological goals
and to coordinate management policies .along  their likely would  work better if landowners see that it is
rivers (Doppeit et al., 1993). In the Pacific coastal .. in their. interest to adopt new land use practices.
region of Costa Rica landowners are discussing join- Firey (i960.  1963) conduded  that individuals only
ing their cosistal  mountain properties into a large are willing ‘to sacrifice now in order to conserve
private ecotoadsm reserve,:while  in Ecuador fisher- resou’mes’  for future generations if at least two condi-
men, shrimp pond operators, and other groups coop- tions are met: (1) that individuals internalize values
erate on improving the water quality of the river ., that stress future generations, and (2) that these
upon which they depend for their livelihoods. This :. values prove beneficial to the individual or group
involves agreements on refraining from cutting rnan-*ct.,  and maintain’ self-esteem and group identification.
groves (personal observation).. . . : .:,. ~-.:j.+~:-  1.-t.  :3‘-. -.  Otherwise,,  farmers~  .for instance, will express an

Lee (1992) has  suggested several criteria for evaI> : -: -*deali;iic..‘Commiunent.  to conservation, but fail to
uating insritutidnal  arrangements. These criteria can --. practice it, as F&y  observed.‘When  people habiru-
be used to asses; the-ecological efficacy.  of -private - ally, or voluntarily; adhere to certain routines they
and public;Iand  ownership. He .su ggests:  that two .. .: I.  believe *tie. morally right  there is little need for
primary ‘requirements for sustainability include .the  -.j,  coercion’&d’ formal social control; ’ .’  -’ ,. ’
u s e of . ‘ ecological , information, in _ decision-making Y. L..‘-
and, assuming the. .former.’  successful. &ntrol  over
human .activities,(effective  .insticu!ions)~lPeople.can  CL+,.  b-
adapt ;to  ecological realities;:only : if:.they perceive .a;  +:‘.
these realities accurately. Four conditions; or factors;.

threatened. themselves;., take no :action:+tFinaily,‘:  un- y -;

tention  from problems relating to’  specific ccoio$cai:,‘!,-  -Ii:
condi t ions  .._.__  .:.::

Making decision-makers more responsive to local’-‘:-’
. .3’ :-.I +.:-  :,.  -:::.‘::::‘, . I t . . ; ,:

__r. :;i  2 ,...  ;T~,.‘;.  : :.,,  “>:*.,:..:,  .:.. .,  \  .:. ..  ,
_ . . ; :-,: .  . SC  -‘;.,;;,,  _. ;‘I:;:  ,.,.  :- ,:  ;’ : fi !.-..::G;... iii>>  9Y..!iL.;.  .  .c: :,:::-:-..::_;<y:  1‘..A_. .‘:.:r:’. .:...., _ _ :-.: . -. : ,;_ _, ‘ ‘^, ‘ . , ’‘*.i . . ,.;f,  ” ;:‘y;  !C.>( .t,,  ., ^ :. .. ‘; ;: I.,:*,,. L...4.1,?s, _ , . . . b . 8 .’ IV %,  T... -::.::. r:-:.  .;‘:2.:7:. . :..‘_.. ._.‘ ._.. ._
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,. . . :

may  limit information ‘patholdgies,  and offer the
most hope of incorporating ecologically-informed
resource management into habitual, or vo!untary,

, behavior. Lee (1992) cbhcludes that small-scale or-
ganizations may prove m&e  effective than large-scale
organizations in’overcoming information pathologies
and  that: - :,. . .- : ’ . . .**. ..  ; .:. ;

,,..  ‘. . .::  ;. .1.  --.
“a hierarchical ‘sysi<m  df regulation  involving local
communiti&  -as the. primary collective governance
units may B-the  m&st.efficient  and effective means
for institutionalizing sustainable kcologi&l’  pro-
cesses, because an ecological identity and conscience
are more li&ly  fo be products of community life
than of regional or national collectivities.”  (p.  57)

..However:  small-scale organizations. may not al-
ways offer the’best solution. Given that long tenancy
of small private owners may provide opportunities to
gain knowledge that can be used to manage land-
scapes effectively, one still must ask how effectively
older generations transmit this information to their
youth. In many areas cultures are chariging  rapidly
and old ways are being lost. In.  areas of high owner
rumover,  such as areas subject to second.home con- .\
version or influxes of new residents from outside of
the area, local  -:pwnership  need not. cany with it
substantial ecological k&wledge:Aihievin$oprimal
land use via community organizations assumes that
organizations ‘and individuals will be able to work

. . together. Where ‘issues have become highly emo-
tional, cooperation may prove difTicuIt  to obtain. In
these cases society once again must assess which
types of organititions  offer the best hope of gaining
and using ecological knowledge effectively.,

Because ecpnomies  of configuration give rise to
externalities that cannot be addressed through the
unaided market, the cbsts  of achieving landscape
goals are likely to. be high. When information
pathologies and interagency coordination difficulties
can be overcome. usirig  public hinds to provide

ecosystem services. when ecologically feasible, may
prove most cost-effective. This may require creative
new ways of structuring public institutions. The

. avoided costs  of regulating private lands may easily
offset the foregone revenue flows from public lands.
When public lands are. .too  small to provide the
needed  economics of configuration, either targeted
policies and/or promotion of community-based

I.; ‘j.,.

- - - . L‘

groups as primary resource regulators may prove
most effective. .- ..

In any case, society mu&  &k .whether  the added
costs of re,gularion  or instituti&-building  wan&r  the
benefits obtained from more optimal  land use pat-
terns. In the Case of Community groups or parmer-
ships, theory would suggest.that  they do so out of

perceived self-interest-&ai:‘the  perceived benefi&
they recei;e  exceed thkirco&‘In’  thk  ,&se  of central-.’
ized decision-making,. it ,is  .Idifficult  to gauge the
benefits derived’from,ecosystemi:I-Ierein  ties  a sub-
stantial challenge for nonmarket valuation: defining
values for alternative states  that are complex and
highly uncertain. However, while it may be difficult
to place values on ecosystem conditions, ocher evi-
dence may ‘imply that  benefits clearly outweigh the
potential costs of regulation. ihe  perceived value of
ecosystem services reflected in the Endangered
Species Act is very high. Some would argue thar  it
places a practically infinite value on individual en-
dangered species. As a result, the Act has justified
very costly interventions. If improved ecosystem
health prevents endangering species, this suggests
substantial returns to ecosystem ‘management  given
the very real and substantial costs that could be
avoided. - : .,.. :.‘1‘:  I_  T’.’

In assessing which.instituiional”age~~~~  dest
bring about maximum benefits  at least cost, no one
approach may prove suikble  in. &l cases. Optimal
land use requires understanding the social dynamics
that  make possible, or obstruct, certain institutionaf
solutions. One point is cle&  dealing with economies
of configuration will require flexibility and creativity
on all 4evels  of society. :: r ;‘:;i  .,.!.‘I  i 1:.
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